Embodying the Virtues to Transform Ourselves and the World in 2012 and Beyond
God-reality

The Real Self as God-beingness
Lo! I AM come, a son/a daughter of Victory, to manifest God-victory in the Earth!

I AM centered in the heart fires that mighty Victory and Justina now seal around me to quell the forces that assail me; and in the name of mighty Victory I say, they have no power!

Victory is my name. And I accept the total and permanent God-victory of love in the Earth!

I accept victory as the full manifestation of my path of oneness, and all heavenly support is here right now!

I AM rising to a new level of oneness that is above the ken and the touch of the forces of anti-victory.

I AM God-love fully outpictured in my life that is true victory.

I accept only total and absolute victory of my spirit, my soul and my heart.
I AM surrendering to a higher purpose. I AM making that higher purpose the prime directive of my life.

I AM donning my spiritual armor and taking up the sacred calling to do the work of the Lord.

I AM answering Victory’s call to action.

I AM Victory! By his flame, in his name, I AM sailing high and free.

I AM a conquering one who only knows victory!

I AM accepting the love fires of Victory resident within my heart, and I AM holding this immaculate concept for all light bearers on Earth.

I AM a missionary of Victory. I AM an exemplar of Love.

I don the cape of Victory and I accept my immortal birthright this hour!

For here and now on Earth, I AM Love’s Victory!

Om Mani Padme Hum   AUM
God-qualities and the Cosmic Clock: “the 12 within the 12”

Source: Predict Your Future By Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Summit University Press, 2004
On the nine o’clock line, we enter into the physical quadrant. The earth element gives us a sense of the bedrock of Reality, of the highest focus of God in the Great Central Sun, of an earth that is not an earth that we hold in our hands but an earth that is the solidness of the consciousness of God. In this quadrant we bring into manifestation and make permanent our creations.

On the nine o’clock line comes the test of Reality, the opportunity to prove what is Real and to transmute all kinds of karma of unreality that comes to you to be cycled into your life for transmutation.
On the nine o’clock line of the Holy Spirit, Might Victory from Venus and the Lords of Individuality serve the hierarch of Libra.

Victory keeps the flame of God-reality for mankind. He requires us to determine the difference between our Real Self and the unreal synthetic self that is a product of centuries of self-deception.

Victory is known as the tall master from Venus, and he has legions and armies of light at his command. Victory is a flame, a consciousness, an awareness of God, which aeons ago this master from Venus determined to manifest. His name has long been dissolved into the flame that he determined to be.
Mighty Victory and the Great Divine Director are like two ends of a spectrum.

The twelve o’clock line *begins* a spiral of a project, the correct divine matrix, and the nine o’clock line *initiates* it into the physical quadrant.

The minute you try to precipitate on the nine o’clock line everything that has gone *before*—the blueprint, the planning, the logistics—you come into the blockages of the physical plan and physical karma, which are great.
And there stands Victory, inflamed with the quality of God-reality, and he helps you push through because you are Real. Through him, you can bring every project to a victorious conclusion and fulfillment in the physical plane of your life.
Victory, Cosmic Being,
The Tall Master from Venus

“I was given the Name of ‘Victory’ by the ascended masters who have made the ascension from your Earth, because all that I have attempted to do, has become victorious! I have known only victory for thousands of centuries.
“At each half-yearly cycle, the Lords of Karma meet. All mankind are tested, but especially those who write their letters to the Karmic board. These then receive a test according to their knowledge and awareness and training, especially their self-knowledge of those things that ought to be cast into the sacred fire.

These tests come specifically in those areas where you yourselves have long endured a specific element of your human creation that you have been repeatedly warned to cast into the sacred fire for good.”
“Consider, then, all those areas in your life in which you desire to be victorious. Make a note of each point you would master. Remind yourself daily of your commitment to your victory in small ways and in big ways.

You can chart your victories and your defeats on your map of life. And you can put those golden ribbons at that place where you are determined to have your victory—victory over self and every condition, victory in the dissemination of the teachings, victory in the nations, victory in the governments, victory in education, victory in every area of life!”
Definition of reality: (source: Webster’s New World Dictionary)

1. The quality or state of being actual or true

2. One, such as a person, an entity, or an event, that is actual

3. The totality of all things possessing actuality, existence, or essence.

4. That which exists objectively and in fact
reality from Latin *realis*, meaning "real existence"

God-realized
Self-realized

Bodhisattva from Sanskrit, lit. "one whose essence is perfect knowledge"
from bodhi "perfect knowledge"
+ sattva "reality, being."

Perfect beingness in God
Your Buddha Nature
A Chart Of Divine Knowing
Dearest Ones,

The light of God is supernal, the light of God is eternal and the light of God may dwell bodily, mindfully, heartfully and spiritfully within you each moment as you choose God’s light to be present where you are.
Each day a greater element of God’s eternal nature may be yours as you breathe in and out the Spirit’s fire.

Each hour you may be a witness to that which God employs through your own individualization of that eternal light as you are conscious, present in the Now and available to the Lord to direct the frequencies of his love, wisdom and power everywhere.

continued...
Yes, dearest ones, you may be Victory in action.

And thus I come again in this hour to acclaim the eternal light that always prevails through those who have set their jaw toward a divine purpose, who have established a base and foundation of light within their auric field, who have determined that come what may Victory’s energy will be anchored through their voice, through their form, through everything that transpires through their being because they have chosen that this is their way, this is the way of God and that Earth’s domain is ready to receive the full fire of this light.

continued...
Feel with me now, deep within yourselves, the indwelling Presence of God as the energy of Victory.

Feel what this manifests as, as a heightened awareness, as an ever-present boon, as a sense that nothing can stop the beauty, the amore, the grace of God acting through, vibrating in and manifesting as every aspect of holiness, of virtue and of divine beingness where you are.

O holy ones of God, virtue is within the ethers itself.

continued...
It is imperative that you feel and anchor the light of Victory fully within your four lower bodies such that you may accommodate God in his greatness, in her richness where you are.

As you do this, as you call forth this light and accept fully in the call its manifestation, you will know God! And there will be no equivocation of his Presence where you are, you see. This is the joy of every ascended master—to live fully in God’s Presence of light always.

continued...
O blessed ones, it is an experience that you must all have! And there is no compromising God in this stance of light, for you have been assumed fully into beingness, and God’s energy washes upon you and through you every moment.

I am Mighty Victory! I thank you with all of my heart fires, dear ones.

*
Beloved El Morya
June 12, 2012
David Christopher Lewis

You Are Prepared for a Higher Level of Initiation

Accept the Present Reality of Who You Are as a God-Created Being of Light

Gracious Hearts,

I intuit this morning that you are prepared for initiation, and that initiation is the onset of a new life, a new way of living and of being. Some think that they will never be fully prepared for the light of God to live within their being as the fullness of their own Christ Presence manifest.

continued...
Yet the time comes and the place is arranged by heaven whereby that full descent of your Godhood may be within your temple in a physical initiation of light, and there comes upon you the dawning of a new Selfhood.

That Selfhood is born of the richness of the Spirit and the effulgence of your own eternal nature of God-identity, and if you will accept this blazing totality of God Light within your being, there may be both the dawning and the full day of opportunity for your own Christ Presence to live within you.
When, O soul, will you accept the very present reality of who you are as a God-created being of light, a virtuous spirit borne up on wings of angels and masterful presences?

When will you, O soul, accept initiation, fire and that spiritual joy that would come to you through this experience divine? Every day is an opportunity to be born anew. This you know.

And some of you have accepted the fire, the Presence and the winds of God, which are changing you daily, transforming you into a new being of light.
I, El Morya, am here again this morning to focus your attention upon what is purposeful, what is reality in the present chalice of your consciousness.

For if you are to succeed, if you are to gain entrée into the divine world within your heart and mind—which already exists at a level that you can attain to and that you, when you hitch your star to the divine will, may also live within—then I will be there day by day, tutoring you to accomplish what your soul set out long ago to invest in within that holy will of light.
When you amply prepare yourself for the daily initiation from the Sun Presence of your own **God Reality**, vouchsafed to you in the beginning of your individualization as a spirit-spark, and when you are ready and willing to accept the eternal love fires of the Sun of God in your midst, then I am there with you, pressing in upon your auric field all manner of holy essences, inspiring you to be who you are and blessing you with the grace and lessons of life the ascended masters bring to those who will listen and obey—those who are humble enough to receive life’s lessons without acrimony, with the compliance of their spirit with the mentors of the One.

*Resurrection of Christ and Women at the Tomb, Fra Angelico, 1440-41*  

continued...
If you will accept the fire, I am there.

If you will accept my word, I am present.

If you will accept your own God-virtues, which we see clearly manifesting and anointing your being with all manner of new light waves of cosmic energy, we will hold you inviolate in our gaze and bring you to the fount of your own truth in God, O souls of light.

I am El Morya. I am real. Would you be who you are—real?—I ask. If so, dance with me, sing to the sun and enjoy life as a reverent one, godly in all that you engage in in the Great I AM name. I thank you.
Beloved Mighty Astrea
David Christopher Lewis
December 2, 2011

Locked in the Crystal of your Godhood, the Living Energies of Spirit are Yours to Breathe In, to Access

Dearest hearts,

When you are trued to your God-reality and see through a divine resourcefulness your spine in alignment with the very model of God as your Solar Self, as the axis of light of your own Sun Presence, then you may manifest with clarity the beauty of your God-essence.

The Angel Standing in the Sun, William Turner, 1846

continued...
And I come this day to inform you that when you give those calls to Astrea there is an alignment of your selfhood with your Solar identity.

And each and every time you invest your time, your energies, your voice, your visualization and especially your heart's love in the giving of the call to Purity and me, we crystallize in your auric field these higher divine energies of Spirit whereby you can live as a God-man or a God-woman while still embodied upon Earth.
Dearest ones, it is as if, locked in the crystal of your Godhood, the living energies of Spirit are yours to breathe in, to access. And through a new level of spiritual development you understand your true nature and God becomes your reality in that moment.

Now, the great conundrum is for you to decide consciously to maintain this state of awareness 24/7.

Yes, those of you who have risen in consciousness during the giving of these prayers and have felt the electronic fire-essence of our causal bodies suffused around you understand this dynamic.
And therefore there is both the stripping away of unreality and the descent of a new layer of your God-reality within your greater auric field, dearest ones.

This is our gift to you because when you call upon the Lord, the Lord answers, the Elohim come and the light is yours to live in.

Some of your astronauts have experienced the g-force, the intense energy of being compressed and shot like a cannon into space.
Well, if you are ready, dearest ones, this experience spiritually can be yours every time during your communion with us.

And when you see and feel yourself free of the magnetic, karmic pull of the Earth, you will be amazed to understand just what it will be like for you to be completely free and living in the reality of your Godhood as an ascended one.

Feel this in your soul, and be this from this day forward, dearest ones. We thank you.
God-reality

The Real Self as God-beingness